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We are the brand for professionals who rely
on top-quality products.
Mopptex is primarily a private label producer of mops, microfibre cloths and other cleaning textiles in all
variations and designs.
Quality and sustainability are our priorities! As we operate our own production facilities in Europe, we can
offer our customers a very prompt, professional and customised service of the highest quality.
Our fabrics and services are specially adapted to the needs of professional users.
Our status among our valued customers is consolidated by our custom developments and solutions.
Our technical facilities and expertise allow us to serve you with both innovative new developments and
low-cost products. We also offer our customers various logistical solutions to open up a range of
distribution strategies.
In addition to our individual solutions, you can rely on a standard range that meets your needs and the
needs of the market and is always in stock!
Our products are supplied in a neutral appearance or as a customer own brand if required.

State-of-the-art machinery
Our Austrian headquarters and our site in Poland together
employ around 250 people and operate a space of approx.
16,000 m² for general administration, warehousing and
production.
This makes us the leading producer in Central Europe with a
special focus on general cleaning textiles, microfibre cloths
and mops in industry, for professionals and for the consumer
goods market.
Our machinery is among the most modern and effective.
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Cleaning mops
Microfibre mop, Velcro mop
Chemical mop, Cotton mop,
Cotton wet mop, Mixed-fibre mop
Flat press mop

Selection of the most
suitable and finest fibres
for every product and
its intended application.

Precise and robust
application of additional
parts, such as trimmings,
loops etc.

Material strengths and
high-tech yarn compositions
specially adapted to the
relevant applications

White, ultra microfibre
Art. no. 40 cm: 100101
Art. no. 50 cm: 100102

Features:
Universal pocket mop made from white micro-plush for smooth
surfaces, long pile.
Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, can be used dry or wet.
Smooth stone floors, smooth tiles, porcelain tiles, marble, parquet,
laminate and much more.
Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Microfibre mop PROFESSIONAL
White, ultra microfibre

Our super PROFESSIONAL mop at an unbeatable price!
Features:
Universal pocket mop made from white micro-plush for smooth surfaces, long pile.
Application area:
Especially suitable for:
Stone floors, tiles, porcelain tiles, marble, parquet, wood, laminate, cleaning after
completion of building projects. Recommended for even to slightly uneven floors
and light to medium contamination. Ideal for maintenance cleaning.
Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Microfibre mop PREMIUM
Sorted by colour

Art. no. 40 cm
110101				
110103				
110107				
110105				
100193				

Art. no. 50 cm
110102
110104
110108
110106
100194

Features:
The microfiber mop PREMIUM SPIKE impresses with its spikes covered over the
entire surface and its dense, grey-mottled micro plush.
Application area:
Professional cleaning. For moist/wet cleaning. Concrete floors, stone floors
smooth / rough, natural stone, marble, uneven floors, safety flooring, fine
stoneware smooth / rough, tiles, PVC, linoleum
Application: 							 Damp wiping
Washable: 							 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 						 50 items

R+
SCRUBBE
IN
CLEANER
ONE!

Microfibre mop DUO PREMIUM
Blue striped and white

Features:
Two mops in one!
Made from white long pile micro-plush with bristles - great gliding properties on
slightly rough surfaces. Our microfibre mop DUO fits perfectly in any standard mop
frames. Thanks to its unique design, there is no need to purchase additional, special
frames. In addition, it offers an enormous water absorption and thus enables even
larger floor areas to be efficiently cleaned. An extremely stable and durable mop.
Application area:
Universal maintenance cleaning, stone floors, tiles, porcelain stoneware, marble,
wood, laminate and much more.

ON BOTH
SIDES USABLE

Application: 							 Moist cleaning
Washable: 							 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 						 50 items

Microfibre mop MOPPTEX AQUAMAX
Art. no. 40 cm: 100370
Art. no. 50 cm: 100371
Features:
• Cleaning of surfaces up to 50 m² only with one mop!
• Massive liquid absorption: up to 750 ml!
• Uniform wetting from the first to the last square meter.
• All this without additional fleece or cover sheet = maximum
loading of the washing drum.

Features:
The product colours indicate the relevant application areas in industry and
in the hygiene sector, or facilitate other visual differentiation and selection.
Made of very fine premium yarn.

Application area:
Universal maintenance cleaning, disinfection, schools, retirement homes,
health care, gastronomy, hotel industry

Application area:
Industry, hygiene, general surfaces, universal cleaning, maintenance
cleaning

Application: 								 Moist cleaning
Washable: 								 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 							 50 items

Application: 							 Moist cleaning
Washable: 							 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 						 50 items
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Art. no. 40 cm: 100363
Art. no. 50 cm: 100364

Colour					 Art. No. 40 cm		 Art. No. 50 cm
Blue striped
100347				 100348
White 					 100345				 100346

Art. no. 40 cm: 100114
Art. no. 50 cm: 100116

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green
Grey

NEW: Microfibre mop PREMIUM SPIKE
Microfibre mop

Microfibre mop PREMIUM

UP TO

750 ml

WATER
ABSORPTION!

Recommended
for use in
hospitals

RANGE:

50 m²
UP TO

Recommended
for the
HoReCa sector
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Microfibre mop PREMIUM

Microfibre mop PREMIUM

Colour
Blue
Red

Art. no. 40 cm: 100105
Art. no. 50 cm: 100106

Art. no. 40 cm
100250				
100252				

Art. no. 50 cm
100251
100253

Features:
The PREMIUM mop wipes smoothly and offers impressive water and dirt
absorption. This item features very dense plush in a mottled colour.
The colour scheme means it can also be used in different application
areas. e.g. red for sanitation.
Application area:
Stone floors, tiles, porcelain tiles, marble, parquet, wood, laminate,
safety flooring, PVC
Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Microfibre mop DRY
Orange

Art. no. 40 cm:
Art. no. 50 cm:
Art. no. 60 cm:
Art. no. 80 cm:

Features:
Universal pocket mop made from white micro-plush with soft bristles,
better sliding properties for slightly rough surfaces, long pile.
Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, stone floors, tiles, porcelain
tiles, marble, wood, laminate and much more.
Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Microfibre mop PREMIUM SANI
Blue and red bristle

500511
500512
500510
500520

with polyester pouches
with polyester pouches
with microfibre pouches
with microfibre pouches

Features:
100% microfibre plush, ideal for dry cleaning!
The item is made from special fibres that absorb dirt particles, dust, fluff, etc.
superbly and then release them again in the wash process. Large surfaces,
corridors and long hallways are easy to clean with this mop, which makes daily
maintenance cleaning a simpler task.
Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, can be used dry.
Smooth stone floors, smooth tiles, porcelain tiles, marble, parquet, laminate
and much more.
Application:						
Washable: 						
Suitable for tumble-drying:
Box contents: 					

Farbe		
Blau
Rot

Art.-Nr. 40 cm
100270				
100272				

Art.-Nr. 50 cm
100271
100273

Features:
The rows of bristles provide excellent dirt removal power and very good
sliding properties. The microfibre section perfectly absorbs the dirt
removed by the bristles.
Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, sanitation, WC, tiles, etc.
Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Dry cleaning
60° C
Yes, up to max. 60° C
50 items

Microfibre mop PREMIUM GLIDE

Microfibre mop PREMIUM

Art. no. 40 cm: 100351
Art. no. 50 cm: 100352

Art. no. 40 cm: 110111
Art. no. 50 cm: 110112

Features:
Dense bristles in the product colour achieve increased dirt removal power
and improved sliding properties.
The mottled blue, dense, long-pile microfibres ensure a high level of dirt
absorption and residual dirt is no longer visible after washing.

Features:
Dirt removal power and excellent sliding properties.
Raised surface texture also helps to improve sliding properties.
Ideal for textured and rough floor covers.

Application area:
Stone floors, tiled floors, tiles, porcelain tiles, marble, safety flooring, PVC, terrazzo

Application area:
Sanitation, WC, tiles, wet rooms, safety flooring, PVC, porcelain tiles,
linoleum etc.

Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Application: 						
Washable: 						
Suitable for tumble-drying:
Box contents: 				

Mottled blue, bristles
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Blue-striped

Microfibre mop

Mottled blue and red

Smooth bristle, red-striped

Moist cleaning
60 - 90° C
Yes
50 items

Recommended
for use in
hospitals
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Microfibre mop EASY RUNNER

Microfibre mop SPEED

Art. no. 40 cm: 100103
Art. no. 50 cm: 100104

Art. no. 40 cm: 100202
Art. no. 50 cm: 100203

Features:
Microfibre mop with spread bristles and outstanding sliding properties,
plus excellent dirt removal power, thanks to the spread polyamide bristles.

Features:
Universal pocket mop made from blue loop-pile fabric, integrated fleece
water repository with cover for durability.

Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, stone floors, tiles, porcelain tiles,
marble, wood, laminate and much more.

Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, can be used wet, smooth surfaces.

Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Blue loop-pile fabric

Microfibre mop

Cluster bristles

Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items
With
colour-code
labels

Microfibre mop PREMIUM

Microfibre mop TOP MOP

Art. no. 40 cm: 100107
Art. no. 50 cm: 100108

Art. no. 40 cm: 100191
Art. no. 50 cm: 100192

Features:
Universal pocket mop made from white micro-plush with grey bristles,
better sliding properties on rough surfaces, long pile.

A quality mop for professionals!

Grey bristle

Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, stone floors, tiles, porcelain tiles,
marble, wood, laminate and much more.
Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Features:
Made with additional outer microfibre fringe and an extra back.
Loop fabric particularly resistant to disinfectant!
Application area:
Stone floors, tiles, porcelain tiles, marble, parquet, wood, laminate, safety
flooring, PVC. Recommended for even to slightly uneven floors and light
to medium contamination. Ideal for maintenance cleaning.
Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Microfibre mop PREMIUM

Microfibre mop SELECTION

Art. no. 40 cm: 100109
Art. no. 50 cm: 100110

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Hedgehog bristle

Features:
Universal pocket mop made from white micro-plush with spine-like bristles,
better sliding properties on rough to very rough surfaces, abrasive effect for
extra powerful dirt removal.
Application area:
Universal cleaning on problematic surfaces, maintenance cleaning, stone
floors, rough tiles, porcelain tiles, marble, wood, safety flooring, concrete,
screed, terrazzo, PVC and much more.
Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items
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With outer fringe

With
colour-code
labels
Recommended
for use in
hospitals
Particularly
suitable for
laundries

Standard holder

Art. no. 40 cm
100137 blue		
100137 red			
100137 yellow
100137 green

Art. no. 50 cm
100144 blue
100144 red
100144 yellow
100144 green

Features:
The yarn is bound together in a special process. The bound yarn is made up
of filaments of different strengths. After washing, the mop has a super-dense
surface, incomparable cleaning power and outstanding sliding properties.
Application area:
Hospitals, rest homes, universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, rental systems
Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items/box

Recommended
for use in
hospitals
Particularly
suitable for
laundries
Available in
different
colours
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Microfibre mop SAVE

Microfibre mop DESI

Art. no. 40 cm: 100302
Art. no. 50 cm: 100303

Art. no. 40 cm: 100354
Art. no. 50 cm: 100355

Features:
The microfibre mop SAVE is made from strong polypropylene bristles for
scrubbing dirt from safety flooring.

Features:
The individual components are all designed for maximum service life when exposed
to disinfectant. The materials used have been specially made to meet the highest
standards. The fine loop-pile texture ensures improved sliding properties on most
surfaces.

Application area:
Hospitals, rest homes, wet rooms, sanitation, non-slip safety flooring
Application:		
Application:		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

Moist cleaning, scrubbing floors
Safety floors, deep cleaning
60 - 95° C
50 items

Microfibre mop

Disinfection

Blue bristles

Application area:
Stone floors, tiled floors, tiles, porcelain tiles, marble, safety flooring, PVC and
much more.
Recommended
for use in hospitals

Application: 						 Moist cleaning, disinfecting
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

With
colour-code
labels
Recommended
for use in
hospitals
Particularly
suitable for
laundries

Microfibre mop CHENILLE

Resistant
to disinfectant

Blue and red
Colour
Blue
Red

Art. no. 40 cm
100220				
100222				

Art. no. 50 cm
100221
100223

Features:
High-quality fibres for outstanding cleaning power.

Microfibre Velcro mop DESI

Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, smooth surfaces

Art. no. 40 cm: 100533

Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 up to 60° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Disinfection

Features:
The individual components are all designed for maximum service life when exposed
to disinfectant. The materials used have been specially made to meet the highest
standards. The fine loop-pile texture ensures improved sliding properties on most
surfaces.
Application area:
Stone floors, tiled floors, tiles, porcelain tiles, marble, safety flooring, PVC and
much more.

NEW: Microfibre disposable mop FLEXI
Art. no. 40 cm: 100570
Art. no. 50 cm: 100571
Features:
Certain hygiene regulations may prohibit the use of reusable cleaning textiles.
Even in special cleaning cases, the use of high-quality mops is not worthwhile
or not hygienic. For these purposes, the use of efficient disposable mops is
recommended. Due to its structured surface, the disposable mop FLEXI has
very good sliding properties. An efficient disposable mop with particularly good
absorption of liquids and dirt. For universal cleaning in hospitals, retirement
homes, schools, garages or in the gastronomy.
Application area:
Universal maintenance cleaning, smooth floor coverings such as stone floors, tiles,
porcelain stoneware, marble, parquet, laminate and much more.
Application:						
Washable:						
Suitable for tumbledrying:
Box content:						
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Moist cleaning
Disposables
Disposables
500 pieces

Application: 						 Moist cleaning, disinfecting
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

With
colour-code
labels
Recommended
for use in
hospitals
Particularly
suitable for
laundries
Resistant
to disinfectant

The microfibre mop series DESI is absolutely
resistant to disinfectant and has been
confirmed by clinics in long-term tests
and rated “very good”.
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Microfibre Velcro mop SPEED

Cotton mop PREMIUM

Farbe		
Blau
Rot

Art. no. 40 cm: 400100
Art. no. 50 cm: 400102

Art.-Nr. 30 cm
100527				
100530				

Art.-Nr. 40 cm Art.-Nr. 60 cm
100528			 100529 			
100531			 100532

Features:
50% cotton/50% polyester blend
Tufting, loop-pile inside, fringe outside.

Features:
100% microfibre mop with Velcro back
The item is made from a loop-pile fabric. This creates excellent sliding properties
and dirt absorption. The Velcro fabric has been specially developed for professional
applications and adapted to the appropriate requirements.
Application area:
Very suitable for general maintenance cleaning.
Suitable for all common surfaces.
Application: 						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Application:
				 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items
Particularly
suitable for
laundries

Particularly
suitable for
laundries

Microfibre Velcro mop PREMIUM

Cotton mop PROFESSIONAL

Art. no. 40 cm: 100518
Art. no. 60 cm: 100519

Art. no. 40 cm: 400136
Art. no. 50 cm: 400137

Features:
Microfibre mop made from long-pile plush, water repository and high-quality
Velcro material for maximum durability.

Features:
70% cotton/30% polyester
Tufting, loop-pile inside, fringe outside

Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, common smooth surfaces

Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning.

Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Application:
				 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Cotton Velcro mop PREMIUM

Cotton mop ECONOMY

Art. no. 40 cm: 400152

Art. no. 40 cm: 400125
Art. no. 50 cm: 400126

White

Tufting with Velcro back

Features:
For Velcro holders with Velcro back
Made from high-quality PREMIUM cotton with top
blend 50% cotton/50% polyester, tufted, loop-pile inside, fringe outside
Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning.
Application:
				 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items
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Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning.

With
colour-code
labels
Recommended
for use in
hospitals

Cotton mop

Tufting

Blue and red

Tufting

Tufting

Features:
70% cotton/30% polyester blend
The cost-effective variant of our cotton mop.
Unbeatable price and sensational quality are the hallmarks of the
cotton mop ECONOMY.
Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning.
Application:
				 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60° C
Suitable for tumble drying: No
Box contents: 					 60 items
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Cotton mop TUFTING

Cotton mop PREMIUM

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green
Grey

Art. no. 40 cm: 400115
Art. no. 50 cm: 400116

Art. no. 40 cm
400105 blue		
400103 red		
400103 yellow
400105 green
400103 grey		

Art. no. 50 cm
400106 blue
400104 red
400104 yellow
400106 green
400104 grey

Features:
Cotton/polyester/viscose mop tufting.
Reduced appearance of dirt on the product due to the colour of the fibres,
long-pile inside, fringe outside.
Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning.

Sewn

Cotton mop

Sorted by colour

Features:
Cotton/polyester mop sewn, open fringe inside and outside
Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning.
Application:
				 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Application:
				 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Cotton WET MOP PREMIUM

Cotton mop OVERLENGTH

Art. no.: 400411

Art. no. 60 cm: 400107
Art. no. 80 cm: 400110
Art. no. 110 cm: 400130
Art. no. 130 cm: 400131
Art. no. 160 cm: 400132

With band

Features:
Excellently high water absorption.
Thanks to band no fraying.
Application area:
Uneven, heavily polluted grounds.
Application:
Weight:			
Washable:
		
Box contents: 		

Wet cleaning
400 grams
60° C recommended
30 items

Inside open/outside open

Box contents:
Box contents:
Box contents:
Box contents:
Box contents:

50 items
25 items
25 items
20 items
20 items

Features:
Cotton/polyester blend, inside fringe, outside fringe, pouches with ties.
Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning.
Application:
				 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes

Cotton WET MOP PROFESSIONAL

Acrylic mop OVERLENGTH

Art. no.: 400412

Art. no. 40 cm: 400140
Art. no. 50 cm: 400141
Art. no. 60 cm: 400142
Art. no. 80 cm: 400143
Art. Nr. 110 cm: 400144
Art. Nr. 130 cm: 400145
Art. Nr. 160 cm: 400146

With band

Features:
Excellently high water absorption.
Thanks to band no fraying.
Application area:
Uneven, heavily polluted grounds.
Application:
Weight:			
Washable:
		
Box contents: 		

Wet cleaning
400 grams
60° C recommended
30 items

Inside open/outside open

Box contents:
Box contents:
Box contents:
Box contents:
Box contents:
Box contents:
Box contents:

50 items
50 items
50 items
25 items
25 items
20 items
20 items

Features:
Acrylic/polyester blend, inside fringe, outside fringe, pouches with ties.
Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning.
Application:
				 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
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Hospital mop EVO1

Double mop COTTON Loops

Art. no. 40 cm: 400108
Art. no. 50 cm: 400109

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Tufting

Features:
The hospital mop is made from MICROFIBER and COTTON mixed fibres.
This fibre combination results in a mop with excellent sliding properties and
much higher dirt absorption than conventional cotton mops.
Colour-coded labels are attached to this mop.
The pouch and carrier material are made from robust polyester fibre.
Loop-pile inside, fringe outside.

With
colour-code
labels
Recommended
for use in
hospitals

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Art. no. 40 cm: 400118
Art. no. 50 cm: 400119
Features:
Mop with mixed cotton/microfibre fabric
The hospital mop is made from MICROFIBER and COTTON fibres.
This fibre combination results in a mop with excellent sliding properties
and much higher dirt absorption than conventional cotton mops.
Colour-coded labels are attached to this mop.
The pouch and carrier material are made from robust polyester fibre.

Art. no. 40 cm: 400190
Art. no. 50 cm: 400191
Features:
The mixed-fibre mop EVO4 is made from microfibre, cotton, polyester and viscose.
This combination gives the mop excellent sliding properties, absorption and dirt
retention compared with cotton mops.
The pouch and carrier material are made from robust polyester fibre.
Loop-pile inside, fringe outside
Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, general properties, hospitals, rest homes
Application:
				 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items
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Particularly
suitable for
laundries

Art. no.
400164			
400163		
400162			
400161		

Features:
Suitable for double mop wiping systems. Mop with mixed fibre combination
cotton/microfibre. This fibre combination produces a mop with excellent
sliding properties. This double mop has at the same time a much higher dirt
absorption than conventional cotton mops. The pocket and carrier material
consist of a robust polyester fibre.

Application area:
Universal, hospital, rest homes, healthcare

Mixed-fibre mop tufting

Application: 						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 pieces

Recommended
for use in
hospitals

Tufting

Tufting

Mixed-fibre mop EVO4

Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, hospitals, retirement homes,
health care facilities

Double mop COTTON/MICROFIBRE Loops

Hospital mop EVO2

Application: 						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Art. no.
400160			
400159		
400158		
400157		

Features:
Suitable for double mop wiping systems.
Tufting, inside loop, outside fringes.
Pocket and carrier material are made of a robust polyester fibre.

Application area:
Hospital cleaning, rest homes, universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, hospital
Application: 						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items/box

Mixed-fibre mop

Tufting

With
colour-code
labels
Recommended
for use in
hospitals

Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, hospitals, retirement homes,
health care facilities
Application: 						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 pieces

Recommended
for use in
hospitals
Particularly
suitable for
laundries

Parquet mop PRO
Woven

Art. no. 40 cm: 400300
Art. no. 50 cm: 400301
Features:
The PARQUET MOP PRO is particularly suitable for parquet and laminate
flooring. The item is made of a special polyester/cotton blend (not microfibre)
that cleans sensitive and treated surface without damaging them.
Application area:
Parquet, wood, laminate, etc.
Application:						 Use only slightly damp, not wet!
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes up to 60° C
Box contents: 					 50 items
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Microfibre mop flat press

Microfibre mop flat press

Art. no. 40 cm: 100147

Art. no. 40 cm: 100167

Features:
Suitable for common flat press holders made of stainless steel and plastic.
Made from white plush with quilted seams. The microfibre mop, flat press, in white,
is made in Germany from 11-mm pile of the finest fibres. Excellently suited to universal
cleaning. Can be used for a wide range of daily cleaning tasks. The mop also features a
fleece water repository and a robust cover as abrasion protection for the back.
The pouches are made from durable and robust polyester with PVC coating.
The insertion strip of the pouch is designed to make the mop holder easier to insert.
Made from 100% microfibre

Features:
The microfibre mop PREMIUM BLUE flat press wipes incredibly smoothly and offers
impressive water absorption. The very dense, mottled blue microfibre plush is the
main feature. The mop features a fleece water repository and a robust cover as
abrasion protection for the back.

Special feature:
The quilted seams achieve a grooved surface texture.
This significantly improves the sliding properties.
Application area:
Hospitals, rest homes, universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning.
Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

PREMIUM mottled blue

Flat press mop

PREMIUM white

Application area:
Hospitals, rest homes, universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, staircases

Recommended
for use in
hospitals

Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Recommended
for use in
hospitals

Particularly
suitable for
laundries

Microfibre mop flat press GLIDE
PREMIUM blue bristles, mottled

Microfibre mop flat press

Art. no. 40 cm: 100148

Art. no. 40 cm: 100141

Features:
Dense bristles in the product colour achieve increased dirt removal power
and improved sliding properties. The mottled blue, dense, long-pile microfibres
ensure a high level of dirt absorption and residual dirt is no longer visible after
washing. The mop features a fleece water repository and a robust cover as abrasion
protection for the back.

SELECTION ECO white

Features:
Suitable for common flat press holders made of stainless steel and plastic.
Various border colours.

Application area:
Hospitals, rest homes, general properties, universal cleaning,
maintenance cleaning.

Special feature:
Made from premium microfibre plush in white.
In colour variants red, blue, yellow, green.
Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Available in
arious border
colours.

Microfibre mop flat press

Microfibre mop flat press

Art. no. 40 cm: 100140

Art. no. 40 cm: 100149

Features:
Suitable for common flat press holders made of stainless steel and plastic.
Made from 100% polyester microfibre.
Special feature:
The yarn is bound together in a special process. The bound yarn is made up
of filaments of different strengths. After washing, the mop has a super-dense
surface, incomparable cleaning power and outstanding sliding properties.

Features:
Suitable for common flat press holders made of stainless steel and plastic.
Made from white plush with soft polyamide bristles and blue lines.
The blue-striped microfibre mop flat press offers improved sliding properties
and dirt removal power than conventional microfibre mops thanks to the
soft polyamide bristles.
The mop features a fleece water repository and a robust cover as abrasion
protection for the back.

Application area:
Hospitals, rest homes, universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning.

Application area:
Hospitals, rest homes, universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning.

Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

SELECTION blue
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Application:						 Moist cleaning
Washable: 						 60 - 95° C
Suitable for tumble drying: Yes
Box contents: 					 50 items

Recommended
for use in
hospitals

PREMIUM Blue-Striped

Recommended
for use in
hospitals
Particularly
suitable for
laundries

Recommended
for use in
hospitals
Particularly
suitable for
laundries
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Fabric
Woven, knitted or non-woven materials
made from the highest-quality fibres in
a high-quality finish

Microfibre cloths

Processing
State-of-the-art machinery and
trained personnel process the fabric
into perfectly made products

Design
Various
design options
and finishes

Microfibre cloth PREMIUM PROFESSIONAL

Microfibre cloth PROFESSIONAL LIGHT

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Features:
Robust, exceptional cleaning power

Features:
Terrycloth surface. Robust. Superb price!

Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, can be used dry, moist or for spray
cleaning. Top performance on all common surfaces.

Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, can be used dry, moist or for
spray cleaning. Top performance on all common surfaces.

Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

approx. 40 x 40 cm
ca. 53 g/cloth
Extra strong, robust, tear-resistant!
60 - 95° C
200 items

approx. 38 x 38 cm
approx. 32 g/cloth
Extra strong, tear-resistant
60 - 95° C
200 items

Microfibre cloth PROFESSIONAL

Microfibre cloth STRETCH

Colour		 Art. no.
Blue		300504		
Red 		 300503
Yellow 		 300502
Green 		 300501
White		300505
Black		300535

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, can be used dry, moist or for
spray cleaning. Top performance on all common surfaces.

Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, can be used dry, moist or for
spray cleaning. Top performance on all common surfaces.
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

approx. 40 x 40 cm
approx. 51 g/cloth
Double, reinforced, additional edge binding
60 - 95° C
200 items

Art. no.
90510			
90516			
90511
90512			

Features:
Loop-pile terrycloth texture, slightly glossy surface, stretchy.

Features:
Terrycloth texture, robust even after washing.
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Art. no.
300509		
300508		
300507
300506			

Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

approx. 40 x 40 cm
approx. 51 g/cloth
Double, reinforced, additional edge binding
60 - 95° C
200 items

Recommended
for use in
hospitals

Microfibre cloth PROFESSIONAL BASIC

Microfibre cloth STRETCH ECONOMY

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Art. no.
300664		
300663
300662
300661

Art. no.
300104			
300103		
300102
300101			

Features:
Terrycloth texture, robust even after washing.

Features:
Loop-pile terrycloth texture, slightly glossy surface, stretchy.

Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, can be used dry, moist or for
spray cleaning. Top performance on all common surfaces.

Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, can be used dry, moist or for
spray cleaning. Top performance on all common surfaces.

Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

approx. 40 x 40 cm
approx. 42 g/cloth
High-quality, robust, tear-resistant
60 - 95° C
200 items

Microfibre cloths

Art. no.
300565 		
300566
300567
300568

approx. 38 x 38 cm
approx. 42 g/cloth
Extra strong, tear-resistant!
60 - 95° C
200 items
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Microfibre cloth PICTO

Microfibre cloth DIAMOND

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Art. no.
300684			
300683			
300682
300681

Features:
High-quality and robust, even after washing. Unique, special surface texture,
ideal for thorough universal cleaning.
The ball-shaped knobs give the cloth very good sliding properties and
an excellent feel during use.
Can be used dry, damp or for spray cleaning.

Application:
Moist or spray cleaning, for absorbing general contamination

Application area:
Universal maintenance cleaning, kitchen and sanitarie,
top performance on all common surfaces.

Application area:
Hospital, rest homes, office, kitchen, WC, sanitation, living rooms, universal,
maintenance cleaning
Cloth size: 					 approx. 40 x 40 cm
Weight: 					 approx. 43 g/cloth
Edging: 					 Reinforced, additional edge binding
Washable: 					 60 - 95° C
Box contents: 				 200 items
Private label possible: Yes, wash labels

Pictograms for the colour blue:

Pictograms for the colour yellow:

Pictograms for the colour red:

Pictograms for the colour green:

Microfibre cloths

Features:
With pictogram and text for relevant application area.
Terrycloth-style surface texture, suitable for general contamination / maintenance
cleaning, daily use

Art. no.
300750 		
300751
300752
300753

Recommended
for use in
hospitals

Safety
through
pictograms

Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

approx. 40 x 40 cm
ca. 53 g/cloth
High-quality, robust, tear-resistant
60 – 95° C
200 items

Microfibre cloth MASTER

Microfibre cloth BRISTLES
Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Art. no.
300494		
300493
300492
300491

Features:
Microfibre cloth with pearl texture and integrated rows of bristles for maximum
dirt absorption!
Application:
Moist for dirt and general cleaning.
Bristles for extra dirt removal. Bristles remove dirt, microfibres are absorbent
and ensure deep cleaning.

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Art. no.
300754 		
300755
300756
300757

Features:
High-quality and robust, even after washing. Unique, special surface texture,
ideal for thorough universal cleaning. The knobby surface texture perfectly
and thoroughly collects dirt particles. Later released again by rinsing with
water. Can be used dry, damp or for spray cleaning.
Application area:
Universal maintenance cleaning, kitchen and sanitarie,
top performance on all common surfaces.
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

approx. 40 x 40 cm
approx. 48 g/cloth
High-quality, robust, tear-resistant
60 - 95° C
200 items

Application area:
Universal, highly recommended for building cleaners, maintenance cleaning,
vehicles, coarse dirt
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:
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approx. 40 x 40 cm
approx. 70 g/cloth
High-quality, robust, tear-resistant!
60 - 95° C
200 items
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Microfibre FLOOR CLOTH

Microfibre cloth WAVE

Colour
Blue
Green

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Art. no.
300404			
300405			

Features:
Checked surface

approx. 50 x 60 cm
approx. 92 g/cloth
Double, reinforced, additional edge binding
60 - 95° C
150 items

Microfibre cloths

Features:
Terrycloth-style surface texture, robust knitted fabric. The edges are
cut by laser so there is no sewing thread. Feels very good in the hand
and is very easy to wring out

Application area:
Universal cleaning or for drying, maintenance cleaning, kitchen, floor.
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

Art. no.
300685 		
300687
300686
300688

Application:
Moist or spray cleaning, universal, general contamination
Application area:
Maintenance cleaning, kitchens, properties, hospitals, rest homes,
schools, industry
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

approx. 32 x 32 cm
approx. 30 g/cloth
Laser cut without crust
95° C
200 items

Microfibre cloth SOFT VELOUR
Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Art. no.
300204			
300203
300202
300201			

Features:
Velour-style, fine-nap structure.
Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, can be used dry, moist or for
spray cleaning.
Top performance on metallic surfaces, ceramics, stainless steel, etc.
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

NEW: Microfibre cloth RECYCLING
Made from 100% post-consumer recycled yarn
Colour
Grey

approx. 40 x 40 cm
approx. 35 g/cloth
Reinforced, additional edge binding
60 - 95° C
200 items

• 100% Post-consumer recycled fiber
• Resource-friendly
• Environmentally conscious, sustainable cleaning
• TOP cleaning performance
• Optimal liquid absorption
• Voluminous

Microfibre cloth SOFTPLUSH EDGELESS
Colour
Blue

Maximum performance with minimum environmental impact
Only 100% post-consumer recycled fibres obtained from old plastic are used
in the production of our microfiber cloth RECYCLING.

Art. no.
300316

Application:
Moist cleaning. Spray or slightly dampened cleaning

Features:
One side terrycloth, one side long-pile. The softplush edgeless cloth is ideal for
long-pile and the most coarse dirt, dust, etc.

Application area:
Universal maintenance cleaning. Great cleaning performance on all common
surfaces.

Advantage:
The edging does not scratch. This makes it ideal for the automotive industry.

Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

Application:
Slightly moist or spray cleaning
Application area:
Universal, dust, polishing, treatment, paintwork
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:
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approx. 40 x 40 cm
approx. 50 g/cloth
Laser cut without crust
60 - 95° C
200 items

Art. no.
300830		

approx. 40 x 40 cm
approx. 45-50 g/cloth
Double, reinforced, additional edge binding
90° C
200 items

Recommended
for vehicle
maintenance
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Microfibre WINDOW CLOTH

Microfibre KITCHEN TOWEL

Colour
Blue

Colour
Blue
White

Features:
One side smooth, ribbed, one side mini-wave texture.
Application area:
Can be used damp or for spray cleaning.
Windows, mirrors, stainless steel, high-gloss surfaces.
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

approx. 40 x 40 cm
approx. 49 g/cloth
Double, reinforced, additional edge binding
60 - 95° C
200 items

Art. no.
300604		
300600

Features:
Smooth ribbed surface texture, two different sides with handle for hanging up.
Application area:
Cleaning windows, general drying cloth with polishing effect.
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Extra: 		
Box contents:

approx. 50 x 70 cm
approx. 125 g/cloth
Double, reinforced, additional edge binding
60 - 95° C
Crosswise handle for hanging up the cloth
150 items

Microfibre WINDOW CLOTH SHINE

Microfibre cloth FLEECE PRO

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Art. no.
300418		
300417		
300416
300415 		

Features:
Medium-fine rib surface texture, cloth surface in high-gloss look!
Two different sides, extra strong polishing effect!
Application area:
Windows, mirrors, glossy surfaces, smooth stainless steel, chrome
Application:
Moist for cleaning coarse dirt, dry as spray cleaning for light contamination
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

approx. 40 x 40 cm
approx. 50 g/cloth
Extra strong, tear-resistant!
60 - 95° C
200 items

Microfibre cloths

Art. no.
300304

Art. no.
301104 		
301103
301102
301101

Features:
Very high-quality, non-woven fabric, resistant to water jets!
Application area:
Universal cleaning, maintenance cleaning, can be used dry, moist or for spray
cleaning. Top performance on metallic surfaces, ceramics, stainless steel, etc.
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

approx. 35 x 40 cm
approx. 140 g/m²
Laser cut
60 - 95° C
15 bags of 10

Microfibre cloth FLEECE LIGHT
Microfibre WINDOW CLOTH BRILLIANT
Colour
Blue

Art. no.
300478			

Features:
Polishing cloth made of high-quality microfibers with an excellent cleaning
performance. Product strength: gentle but very strong dirt removing capability
on smooth and glossy surfaces.
Excellent gliding, no streaks through its rimless cloth edging.
Top quality product for a streak and lint-free cleaning results!
Suitable for spray and wet cleaning.
Application area:
Windows, mirrors, glossy surfaces, smooth stainless steel, chrome.
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:
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approx. 50 x 70 cm
approx. 190 g/m²
Ultrasonic cutting
60 - 95° C
200 items

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green
White

Art. no.
301114 		
301113
301112
301111
301110

Features:
Very economical mixed-fibre non-woven fabric. High-quality fibre blend 50 %
polyester/50 % polyamide, very soft and rapidly absorbent cloth
Application:
Moist or spray cleaning, absorption of liquids
Application area:
Hospital, rest homes, universal, maintenance cleaning, vehicles, glossy surfaces
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Packaging: 		
Box contents:

approx. 35 x 40 cm
approx. 80-90 g/m²
Laser cut
To a limited extent, disposable product with extended life
25 items in printed plastic bag
40 bags of 25
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Microfibre cloth KNOBBY

Microfibre BAMBUS CLOTH

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Art. no.: 300810

Features:
Knobby pearl texture. Means hands do not get stuck and the cloth slides very well.
Comfortable to hold.
Application:
Moist or spray cleaning, universal, general contamination
Application area:
Maintenance cleaning, properties, hospitals, rest homes, schools, industry
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

approx. 40 x 40 cm
approx. 44 g/cloth
Reinforced, additional edge binding
95 ° C
200 items

Application:
Moist for general contamination
Application area:
Universal, maintenance cleaning, kitchen, general contamination
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

approx. 40 x 40 cm
approx. 52 g/cloth
Extra strong, tear-resistant
60 - 95° C
200 items

Microfibre SPONGE CLOTH

Microfibre PU-CLOTH

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Art. no.
300174		
300173
300172
300171

Features:
Loop-pile terrycloth texture outside, slightly glossy surface foam insert
for increased water absorption.
Absorbs like a sponge cloth, cleans like a microfibre cloth!
Application area:
Sanitary cleaning, WC, kitchen, gastronomy. Top performance on all common
surfaces.
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:
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Features:
Terrycloth-style loop-pile surface. Stretchy. Extremely absorbent.
Particularly environmentally friendly as 50% bamboo fibre/50% microfibre

approx. 23 x 23 cm
approx. 56 g/cloth
Double, reinforced, additional edge binding
60° C
100 items

Microfibre cloths

Art. no.
300610		
300611
300612
300613

Art. no.
300824		
300823
300822
300821

Features:
Cloth soaked in polyurethane for increased chemical resistance and
durability, lint-free
Application:
Universal, maintenance cleaning, glossy surfaces, reflective surfaces
Application area:
Windows, mirrors, tiles, sanitation, wet rooms, smooth surfaces
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

approx. 35 x 40 cm
approx. 300 g/m² - 340 g/m²
No edging
60 - 95° C
200 items

Recommended
for use in
hospitals
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Mikrofasertücher

No microplastics,
neither in the fiber
nor in the packaging.

Natural Fibre Cloths
Kitchen Towels

100% natural fibers of
renewable resources with
TOP cleaning performance.
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Made of approx. 50% cotton and 50% bamboo fibres
Colour
Art. no.
Brown 300816 			
• 10% natural fibers
• No microplastics, neither in the fiber nor in the packaging.
• Excellent liquid absorption
• Biodegradable
• Natural, renewable resources
• TOP cleaning performance

Robust and long-lasting cleaning cloth without microplastics!
Our cleaning cloth NATURAL FIBRE is intended to prevent microplastics from
getting into nature and thus also into the food chain of animals and humans.
In order to protect the water from fragrances and surfactants, we recommend
avoiding fabric softeners.

Cotton-Linen KITCHEN TOWEL
Colour
Green
Yellow
Red
Blue

Art. no.
700241						
700242				
700243					
700244			

Features:
Robust cotton-linen kitchen towel in premium quality with high water
absorption capacity. Perfect for everyday use. Long-lasting natural
product made of 50% linen and 50% cotton.
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging:		
Washable:
Box content: 		

Application:
Moist cleaning. Spray or slightly dampened cleaning

50 % LINEN
50 % COTTON

Application area:
Universal maintenance cleaning. Great cleaning performance on all common
surfaces.
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

approx. 50 x 70 cm
approx. 60 g/cloth
extra strong
60° C
20 bags of 10

approx. 40 x 40 cm
approx. 50-55 g/cloth
Double, reinforced, additional edge binding
60° C
20 paper bags of 10 each

Cotton KITCHEN TOWEL

Cotton PIT CLOTH

Colour
Green
Yellow
Red
Blue

Colour
Blue

Art. no. 60g cloth
700221					
700222				
700223				
700224				

Art. no. 80g cloth
700231
700232
700233
700234

Features:
Kitchen towel in premium quality for a clean and hygienic drying. Long-lasting,
natural product made of 100% cotton.
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:
		

Natural Fiber Products

NEW: Cleaning cloth NATURAL FIBRE

approx. 50 x 70 cm
60 g/cloth or 80 g/cloth
extra strong
60° C
24 bags of 10 (60g Cloth)
20 bags of 10 (80g Cloth)

Art. no.
700240 		

Features:
Particularly good water absorption capacity, quick drying pit towel in
premium quality. Made of 100% cotton.
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging:		
Washable:
Box content: 		

approx. 45 x 90 cm
approx. 100 g/cloth
extra strong
60° C
15 bags of 10

100 %
COTTON

100 %
COTTON
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The FilSain brand is synonymous
with carefully selected fibres and
premium quality from the Mopptex
range. The items in the FilSain
brand offer outstanding properties
and quality.

FilSain®
Premium products of the highest quality

Resistant, durable and unsurpassed
in their basic properties, like cleaning
and polishing effect.

FilSain® DESI Cloth

Premium products of the highest quality
The FilSain brand stands for exquisite fibers and the best, finest premium quality from the Mopptex range.
Outstanding features and excellent quality characterize FilSain’s products.
FilSain products are resistant, durable and unsurpassed in basic properties such as cleaning and polishing.

Colour
White

Art. no.
300345

Features:
Stable, durable PREMIUM disinfectant cloth, specially designed
for the regular use of disinfectants.
Application area:
For the disinfection of all common surfaces and devices.
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging:
Washable:
Box contents:		

approx. 40 x 40 cm
approx. 41 g/cloth
Particularly strong, dimensionally stable
60° C
200 items

Particularly
suitable for
laundries

Resistant
to disinfectant

FilSain®

Recommended
for use in
hospitals

Laboratory research objective and evaluation:
Due to positive charge, quaternary ammonium compounds own a high adsorptive and absorptive capacity
to negatively charged surfaces, as for example cellulose fibers and conventional microfibers. By reason of
this connection, active substances may no longer be available in sufficient concentrations for disinfection.
In order to ensure safety and functionality, MOPPTEX has developed special fiber structures and adapted
them to the requirements of disinfection. This was underpinned by a 4 fields laboratory test by HOHENSTEIN Laboratories Germany.
In the study, the evaluation criteria of DIN EN 16615.2015-06 – Quantitative test method for the determination of bactericidal and yeasticidal activity on non-porous surfaces with mechanical impact using FilSain®
DESI cloth in the medical area – were used.
Evaluation: under the conditions tested, a perfectly harmonizing bactericidal and yeasticidal activity, test
report no. 18.8.1.1597, was confirmed.
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Microfibre cloth FilSain® UNIVERSAL

Microfibre cloth FilSain® ELEGANCE

Colour
Blue

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

Features:
The FilSain brand cloth is made from selected PREMIUM matrix fibres and
offers unbeatable cleaning performance. It is streak-free and has an extreme
polishing effect.
You can see the gleaming difference from conventional microfibres with
your own eyes.
Once you try it, you will never go back to another cloth.
Appearance:
Smooth texture with rectangular design
Application area:
Windows, glass, mirrors, high-gloss surfaces, problematic surfaces
Application:
Slightly moist or spray cleaning
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:
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approx. 33 x 33 cm
approx. 42 g/cloth
Extra strong, robust, tear-resistant!
60 - 95° C
4 bags of 50

Art. no.
300551
300341
300340
300339

Features:
The FilSain® brand cloth is made from selected PREMIUM matrix fibres and
offers unbeatable cleaning performance. It is streak-free and has an extreme
polishing effect. You can see the gleaming difference from conventional
microfibres with your own eyes. No scratches from additional yarn as
there is no edging. Edge is laser-cut!
Application area:
Kitchens, bar, glass, lifts, windows, wine glasses, mirrors, stainless steel,
high-gloss surfaces, etc.
Application:
Moist or spray cleaning
Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging:
		
Washable: 		
Box contents:		

approx. 35 x 40 cm
approx. 31 g/cloth
Laser cut
60 ° C
20 bags of 10

Microfibre cloth FilSain® POLISHING

Microfibre Cleaning pad FilSain® PREMIUM

Colour
Blue

Colour
Blue

Art. no.
200846		

Art. no.
200400

Features:
The FilSain brand cloth is made from selected PREMIUM matrix fibres and
offers unbeatable cleaning performance. It is streak-free and has an extreme
polishing effect. You can see the gleaming difference from conventional
microfibres with your own eyes. Once you try it, you will never go back to
another cloth. Excellent for gastronomy or in your own home for glass and
high-quality cutlery.

Features:
The FilSain® cleaning pad is made from high-quality, selected MATRIX microfibres
and offers unbeatable cleaning performance. And it is “Made in AUSTRIA”.
The fibres and woven texture enable windows to be cleaned without streaks,
and the polishing effect is extreme.
Easy to clean up to 8 windows with one pad when spray-cleaning.
Time taken per window just 15 seconds!

Application area:
Kitchen, bar, glass, wine glasses, mirrors, stainless steel, high-gloss surfaces, etc.

Application area:
Windows, mirrors, tiles, wet rooms, high-gloss

Application:
Spray cleaning or for drying

Application:
Ideal for spray cleaning

Cloth size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging:
Washable:
Box contents:

Cloth size: 						
Washable: 						
Suitable for tumble-drying:
Box contents: 					

approx. 50 x 70 cm
approx. 58 g/cloth
Reinforced, additional edge binding
60° C
4 bags of 50

FilSain®

Art. no.
300320

approx. 31 x 12 cm
60° C recommended, up to 90° C possible
Yes
100 items
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Cleaning pads
Round pad
Hand pad
Cleaning pads

Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

• Logistical benefits
Art. no.
• Less space required than conventional scouring pad
200434			
• Less space required in the washing process
200433			
• Can be washed much more often than conventional scouring pad
200432
200431			 • Hygiene benefits

Features:
Ergonomic, round cleaning pad made from synthetic, robust and resistant fibres for
germ-free sanitary cleaning and scrubbing. Abrasive texture for scratch-free scrubbing of
ceramics, porcelain and all other washbasins, bidets, baths and urinals. The product can
be washed repeatedly and offers significant advantages over conventional scouring pads:
Application area:
Sanitation, washbasins, urinals, WC bowls, bidets, etc.
Size: 						
Washable: 						
Suitable for tumble-drying:
Box contents: 				

12 cm diameter
90° C
Yes
200 items

Microfibre Hand pad SANI
Red or blue bristle
Colour
Blue
Red

Art. no.
200430
200420			

Article:
The rows of coarse bristles give this pad excellent dirt removal properties and
ensure it wipes perfectly smoothly. The microfibres perfectly absorb the dirt
removed by the bristles and release it again during washing. Recommended for
sanitary areas, tiles, baths and wet rooms.
Application:
Sanitation, tiles, baths, wet rooms
Size: 						
Washable: 						
Suitable for tumble-drying:
Box contents: 				

28 x 10 cm
60 - 95 ° C
Yes
100 items

Microfibre Cleaning pad WINDOW PRO

Art. no.: 200445
Special features:
The microfibre cleaning pad UNIVERSAL WHITE is made from fine, high-quality
microfibres that release and absorb dirt.
Application:
Moist or spray cleaning
Application area:
Tables, doors, walls, counters, ideal for edges and corners
Pad size: 		
Weight: 		
Edging:
		
Washable:
Box contents:

approx. 11 x 15 cm
25 g
Reinforced, additional edge binding
60 - 95 ° C
50 items

Microfibre Cleaning pad SANI
Blue, red or yellow bristle
Colour
Blue
Red
Yellow

Art. no.
200447
200446
200449

Special features:
The microfibre cleaning pad SANI RED/BLUE/YELLOW BRISTLE is made from
soft polypropylene bristles that release stubborn dirt and limescale deposits
and absorb them with the fine microfibres.
Application:
Moist or spray cleaning
Application area:
Sanitation, tiles, taps, wet rooms, washrooms, WC, washbasins, toilets
Pad size:
Weight:
Edging:
		
Washable: 		
Box contents:		

approx. 11 x 15 cm
23 g
Reinforced, additional edge binding
60 - 95 ° C
50 items

With Velcro back

Microfibre Cleaning pad ABRA

Colour
Blue

Colour
Blue

Art. no.
300308

Art. no.
200448

Article:
Ideal for cleaning all smooth surfaces like glass, mirrors, stainless steel,
ceramics, etc. for absolutely streak-free cleaning, combined with glass
cleaner or simply water.

Special features:
The microfibre cleaning pad ABRA is made from abrasive material to remove
coarse dirt, limescale and encrusted dirt.
Suggestion: As a second step, use the universal pad to absorb the removed dirt.

Application area:
Windows, mirrors, tiles, wet rooms, high-gloss

Application:
Ideal for spray cleaning

Application:
Ideal for spray cleaning

Application area:
Sanitation, tiles, taps, wet rooms, washrooms, WC, washbasins, toilets

Size: 						
Washable: 						
Suitable for tumble-drying:
Box contents: 				
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Microfibre Cleaning pad UNIVERSAL

White

31 x 11 cm
60° C recommended, up to 95° C possible
Yes
200 Stk.

Cleaning pads

Microfibre Sani pad ABRA

Pad size:
Weight: 		
Edging: 		
Washable: 		
Box contents:

approx. 11 x 15 cm
24 g
Reinforced, additional edge binding
60 - 95 ° C
50 items
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Durability
Robust plastics for industrial
applications

Accessories
Mop holders
Hand pad holders
Handles

Functionality
Ergonomic and
functional products for
experienced Users

MAGNETIC holder

Aluminium handle 140 cm

Art. no. 40 cm: 500100
Art. no. 50 cm: 500102

Art. no.: 700100

Robust mop holder with quick and simple magnetic clasp.
Company logo and colour for the holder are possible for
sufficient quantities.

Robust handle with ergonomic grip.
Diameter: 		 23 mm
Wall thickness: 1 mm
Packing unit: 50 items

Packing unit: 10 items

PROFI holder
Art. no. 40 cm: 500110
Art. no. 50 cm: 500120

Symbol photo
with possible
holder shown.

Universal plastic mop holder with folding clasp
Packing unit: 24 items

Aluminium handle TELESCOPIC 170 cm
Art. no.: 700200
Robust handle with rotating grip head.
Size closed: 		 96 cm
Size extended: 170 cm
Packing unit: 20 items (mop holder not included in delivery)

PROFI Hand pad holder
Accessories

Art. no.: 500105
Ergonomic holder, suitable for FilSain CLEANING PAD
and WINDOW PRO.
Ensures even application of the holder on the surface and
very quick cleaning work.
Weight: 		 approx. 190 g
Size: 		 approx. 26/22x8 cm trapezoidal
Box contents: 24 items

With rotating head

Symbol photo
with possible
holder shown.
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Own brands and customisation
Your products as advertising media. Expand your recognition value.

Adapting to your holder systems

We offer you various ways to place your LOGO on an item. Printed wash labels, stitched wash labels and patches, printed pouches and cloths,
custom packaging, etc.
Whatever cleaning systems and equipment you use, and whatever quality standards need to be observed, we will adapt your mops to meet
your needs and make custom products from a huge selection of raw materials in different fibres. Mops with internal water repository or reinforcement, mops with an additional back as reinforcement,mops for flat systems, flat-press systems, loop systems, special pouch materials
for various application areas, special sizes, proper integration of RFID chips, transponders etc. for hospitals and launderettes – these are just
a few of the tasks that we complete to professional standards every day.

Safety through RFID chips
and transponders

Individual logo placement

Safety through colour coding
ogo

l
Your

Colour coding with various edgings, colour-coded labels or fully
coloured pouches.

log
o
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r
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Large selection of raw materials

Own brands

Special pouch designs
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bernhard-klien.com

mopptex.com

MOPPTEX GmbH
Schweizerstr. 37a
6844 Altach
Austria

T +43 5576 74 250
F +43 5576 74 250-4
office@mopptex.com
www.mopptex.com

